Workspace

Illustrator Essentials - part 1
Adobe Illustrator is one of the most popular drawing program. The artwork
it creates is infinitably scaleable - that means that the artwork you create can
be used for something as small as a buisness card or as large as a billboard! It
creates Vector artwork rather than pixel based Raster artwork like Photoshop.
It is used mostly by print, mobile and website designers. Illustrator artwork can
be used in lots of other Adobe applications such as Primier Pro, Flash, Edge
Animate and After Effects which support vector based artwork in timeline
sequences. You can also use the vector artwork in Raster programs such as
Photoshop.
You can use it in web design for wireframes and mock ups and for mobile
design because the graphics are ‘resolution independent’ which makes it much
easier to work with in the fragmented world of mobile devices.
This will cover the basics of illustrator to get you started.

The start workspace has the recent files you worked with, the Adobe libraries and
presets too. Just click on Create New and choose from the presets given. Remember
its vector, so there is no need to worry about resolution as we can scale our artwork to
what ever size we need after.

Create new
art boards

Paths

These are closed paths.

This is the variable width profile
which can change the appearance
of the path.

The rectangle has 4 corner anchor points
which have a straight line from one anchor
point to another.

The next box is for Brush
definition which can also change
the appearance of the stroke.

The oval also has 4 anchor points but they
are are called smooth anchor points nnd
they have control arms which create the
curve from one anchor point to another.

Selections and stacking order
If you hover over paths they will become
highlighted so you can see the individual paths.
To select many paths at once you can Click and
drag a marquee around paths with the selection
tool selected, and then drag the multiple paths
where you need.
If you just want an individual path you can use
either the direct selection tool or the selection
tool, but click in the middle of the path.
If you want a specific anchor point then you use
the direct selection tool.

Fills and stroke
Fill

Path are the most important thing to understand in
illustrator.
The top two are open paths
The bottom two are closed paths.
The straight line, has two anchor points - if hover
over the ends and you can see the anchor points.
When you select it it will become highlighted. This
type of anchor point is called a corner anchor point,
because it is a straight line to the next anchor point.
This curved line also has two anchor points, but
when highlighted you can see two control arms.
This is called a smooth anchor point as you have
the ability to create a smooth line.

Stroke

Selection tool
Direct selection tool

The Selection tool will select
the whole path, while the
Direct selection tool will select
individual anchor points.

If the stroke drop down is clicked
you can see tonnes of colour to
pick from. You can have a path
with no colour too, which is the
first option in the drop down
panel.
The weight of the stroke can also
be changed which makes the line
thicker or thinner. Just change
the pt size in the box.

With the closed paths, you
can still change the stroke, the
weight, the variable width profile
and brush defintion.
But now you can also change the
fill!
A path is separate from its
appearance. So you can have
a path and it won’t appear on
screen on in print unless an
appearance (i.e. stroke colour) is
applied to it.

If you need a hot key to switch between the two
selection tools, just press Ctrl or Command to
switch between them.
Each object has a different stacking order. Have a
look at the layer panel to see this further.
Clicking on the down arrow will show all objects
in a layer. Each path is stacked on top of each
other - a path which is further up the list will
physically appear on top of the path below on
the artboard. To change the stacking order you
can just drag and drop the paths to the order you
need. Or in Object menu, click Arrange, and then
pick from Bring to front, Bring forward, Aend
backwards, or Aend to back.

Group and Isolation
Grouping objects is ideal if you need to
move or scale them together. Perfect if
you create a logo or icon and need to
transfer it to another document or scale
it.
To group, select both objects and then
click the Object menu and Group.

If you need to enter a specific layer of a
group or need to enter isolation mode then double click the object. You can see
you are in that mode from this icon here.

Creating a new document - Follow along tutorial

Document guide lines

Create new document
>File>Create New.
Remember to add a name to your document.
Change your profile to Print.
Leave the artboard to 1 (we will discuss later)
Size - change to A4
Change units to cm
Once you change settings the profile will update to custom
Bleed options - values that control the width of the print area that for items that extend beyond
the artboard. Set them at 20
Click on Advanced:
Colour mode is automatically CMYK. This is good for printing.
Click OK
Please play around with different Profiles to see what Adobe recommends for different outputs.

You should be able to see a red boarder around your
artwork - this is the bleed line.
To see any more guides go to View menu and click on
Show Print Tiling.
Go to View menu >Hide artboard.
You will now see three sets of borders
The inner most set of lines, is the actual printable area
The middle set is the paper size
The red line defines the bleed region that that we set in
the New Document dialogue box.

Go to the Artboards menu (Window>Artboards) and you can
name each one. If you double click on an artboard it will zoom
into to that specific board.
(You can also add artboards at the New Document window, you
can also change how they are arranged. )
You can add artboards and delete artboards and change their
order here

Go to View menu >Show artboard.

Use this artboard tool to move and resize you artboards. You can create a
new artboard by clicking and dragging with this tool.
If you want to duplicate an artboard with all its designs, then select
artboard, Alt Click (or Option click on a Mac) and drag and this will
duplicate the whole artboard and all the stuff on it.

Working with multiple artboards

Have a look at these options along the top if you want to change your
artboards

This is perfect when working with different pieces of a set, such as a business card, letterhead,
and envelope that all need the same logos.
Go to File>Document set up> then press Edit artboards
On the grey area of you window, draw out two more artboards. (just click and drag)

If you have a number of objects in a
group then double click again on a
specific object and it will take you further
into isolation mode
Change
boarders if you
like

To get back to main document click
on the back button

Interface shading options

End of part 1

